
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR EVERY 
ASPECT OF COURSE DEVELOPMENT

Join this fun and interactive 
training programme and learn 
how easy it is to develop your 
own eLearning courses.

This training programme will provide e-learning developers, instructional 
designers, in-house trainers and subject matter experts with the knowledge 
and know-how to design, build and publish their own interactive eLearning 

programmes using the Articulate 360 software.



ARTICULATE 360 simplifies eLearning development from
start to finish. It has everything you need to source assets,
author multi-device courses, speed stakeholder reviews
and grow your skills.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN ABOUT?

STORYLINE 360
Learn how to create virtually any interaction under the sun in
minutes. Storyline 360 is intuitive, familiar, and integrates seamlessly
with Content Library 360, so you can start your course with the most
beautiful, high-quality assets in the industry.
You will learn how to create and personalise interactions, create
screencasts, build software simulations, add any video and create
assessments, which you can deliver to every device without
tweaking a thing.

STUDIO 360
Learn how to create presentation-based courses for any device,
faster than ever by using PowerPoint - a tool you already know.
Presenter 360 lets you import and record audio, import and adjust
video in any format, and easily add Flash movies, web objects, and
interactive content to your slides.
You will learn how to easily build 20 beautiful interactions by simply
adding text and media to a form and how to create decision-making
scenarios, drag-and-drop activities, quizzes, surveys, and more.

REPLAY 360
Learn how to walk learners through on-screen content by capturing
screen activity and yourself on webcam - at the same time.
With Replay 360, it's super simple to create professional-looking
screencasts with a personal touch.
You will learn how to record, edit and enhance your media to
achieve professional results.

PEEK 360
Learn how to easily record screencasts on your Mac or PC. With
easy access to the app, you only need to choose what to capture,
record the sound and you’re ready to share your screencast.



WHAT WILL YOU LEARN ABOUT?

Learn how to create beautiful, inherently
responsive eLearning with Rise 360. Using the
latest web technologies, Rise 360 automatically
adapts courses for every device under the sun.
Learn how to:

• Create lean-forward learning moments with
interactive sorting, labelled graphic, process,
timeline, and accordion blocks.

• Tell stories with text, chart, and multimedia
blocks, and add custom interactivity you
create in Storyline 360 with Storyline blocks.

• Add quizzes to your courses with multiple
choice, multiple response, fill-in-the-blank,
and matching quizzes.

Learn how to access to an ever-
expanding library of 4.5+ million images
and customizable slide templates
designed by pros. Make your content
relatable by adding more than 100,000
combinations of photographic and
illustrated characters, expressions, and
poses to your course.

Learn how to easily collaborate with all
stakeholders - in one place.
Keep everyone on the same page, all
the time. Gather consolidated
feedback throughout your project,
show stakeholders the latest version,
and manage resolved comments after
making changes. With Review 360,
you'll always stay in sync.

RISE 360 CONTENT LIBRARY 360

REVIEW 360



TRAINING DETAILS

This training is proudly offered by:

TRAINING DURATION:

4 days

VENUE:

We will design the training 
tailored for your organisation 
and we will deliver it at your 
office.

PRICING:

R 75 000 per programme
for group of up to 10 people
Price excludes VAT, venue and 
catering

PRE-REQUISITES:

All participants should have 
basic computer skills and 
familiarity with some of the 
more common user interfaces. 

Participants are required to 
bring a PC (or Mac with 
Windows) with Articulate 
360 installed and active.

Get more info or book your training at:

+27 609 626 757

training@humminglearn.com



LOVE HOW YOU LEARN!

BIRAJ NAIDOO
Executive Director

+27 609 626 757

biraj@humminglearn.com

CRISTINA MACOVEI
Creative Director

+27 766 733 647

cristina@humminglearn.com

www.humminglearn.com


